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THE INTERVIEWER Okay. Im Andy Padlow

interviewer. My backup is Larry Gottfried. This is August

10 16th 1984.

11 Why dont we begin by you telling us your name

12 and address on the tape and where you were born and what

13 year.

14 MR. LANG My name is Paul Lang. live on 405

15 Sorrano Drive in San Francisco Apartment 12D and live in

16 San Francisco since 1940.

17 Im born June 17 1899 in Ehrfort Germany.

18 After few years my folks moved to Nurnberg in Bavaria and

19 there went to school grammar school and the Reform Real

20 Gymnasiurn as they called it in Germany. Its the same

21 what here high school is.

22 Graduated in 1916 after six years of high

23 school which gives or gave us the privilege of being

24 only one year in the German Army.

25 Are you familiar with those things those terms

26 of Germany what went on there already Or you want me to

27 go little more into detail

28 THE INTERVIEWER Id like you to tell us little bit
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about growing up in Nurnberg.

MR. LANG In Nurnberg.

THE INTERVIEWER Yes.

MR. LANG Well we had relatively good life and

despite Hitler was in those days in my school days already

very noticeable as Streicher the famous Streicher lived in

Nurnberg and start this propaganda in Nurnberg which got

noticed by us Jews very much and as am or was always

quite alert to those things we formed certain clubs or

10 organizations to try to contradict what was going on

11 publicly so

12 THE INTERVIEWER In what ways did you in what ways

13 did these groups contradict what was going on

14 MR. LANG Well we kept us informed and after few

15 little incidents guess that must have been in the year

16 1915 16 15 16 where certain rowdy groups tried to

17 disturb services in the synagogue or made all kinds of other

18 occurrences we formed little police private police

19 where we patrolled the synagogues while were services tried

20 to find out what was going on despite in those days were

21 not much to do but really arrived much later in when the

22 real trouble started not that we were we had any arms or

23 anything but we were more or less an alert group which got

24 very much into effect in nineteen oh end of twenties.

25 THE INTERVIEWER Did you have trouble with the Nazis

26 at this time because you were in these groups

27 MR LANG No. mean we di dn have any direct

28 contacts with them but we didnt like it and there was
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relatively peace on the streets. Naturally Nurnberg in

the years from 19 oh wait minute. There was made

jump.

after got graduated from school

became an apprentice at the Teres--na Bank in Nurnberg. You

ought to know those things what did. Teresna Bank was

branch of one of the three biggest banks nationally in

Germany at Nurnberg bank more prominent even than most

of the other banks.

10 had to we had contract for three years

11 apprenticeship where we had to do full work without getting

12 any pay. That was the way in Germany education were done.

13 In 1917 think it was in June was

14 drafted to the Army. As you know that in 1914 World War

15 had started and life was at Nurnberg not anymore what it

16 was.

17 went to basic training in Munich and in 19

18 dont know when exactly anymore. If you want those dates

19 have it somewhere in my files but

20 THE INTERVIEWER That all right.

21 MR. LING anyhow after about five six

22 months training we were shipped out to the war and was

23 sent with few other few hundred others to the Western

24 Front and to France and from there we had to walk through

25 Belgium and were stationed practically near the ocean in

26 Skeredine for till the end of the war.

27 We had few on-con-das where in France we had

28 to go back to France and were shipped back and forth but
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anyhow got through all those troubled areas fairly good.

never got hit or anything else and when war was over in

1918 we tried to get back to Germany.

There was complete dissolution of discipline

and everything else in that famous German Army and the

socialist Soltanaraid-a took over the command.

But they were not too powerful so that we were

in the Western Front and the furthest away from Germany

wherein the disadvantage was going home as all the people

10 in the Itable the military people they had just left and

11 went stole what they could steal to try for go with the

12 last trains or whatever was available and when we came

13 there was nothing left so we had to walk inaudible

14 tritarium from about Skeredine all through Belgium into

15 Germany to Baden which is quite sizable city.

16 That was quite strenuous affair and was

17 march well never forget as the war effort we had to make

18 anyhow was bad very bad but here we had no support

19 practically no food and walked for guess nearly four

20 weeks every day from morning till night.

21 Three months four months later was then

22 discharged from the Army went home to Nurnberg took my

23 place again with the Teresna Bank and graduated from my

24 contract and became an employee of Teresna Bank till 1926

25 26.

26 Can you stop minute have to this is

27 Brief interruption in tape

28 Teresna Bank where had made quite some
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headway and got very good position there. took leave

of absence of six months and went to the United States just

to see whats going on and was always interested in America.

My friends thought Im crazy and my boss said he wouldnt

know what wanted to do there. Nevertheless went and

stayed three months in New York and then took trip all

through the United States and at that time was also three

at that big trip four days in San Francisco.

Went back home to Nurnberg and to my job again

10 and year later yeah bought into business factory

11 to manufacture oil edible oil which was quite important

12 industry even no comparison with American

13 THE INTERVIEWER That was --

14 MR. LANG standards.

15 THE INTERVIEWER That was in 1927

16 MR. L1NG Yeah.

17 took that over had German partner who was

18 very decent Democrat. We got along quite well and

19 stayed there and had that factory till they took it away

20 from me.

21 In there after three four years started

22 quite bit of trouble but everybody knows. After Hitler

23 took over in 33 everything what we choosed it was wrong

24 and the industry

25 THE INTERVIEWER Do you remember any particular

26 event particular events that happened that might

27 demonstrate how things were getting worse and worse

28 MR. LANG Well
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THE INTERVIEWER -- beginning with

MR. LANG we the factory was outside of

Karlsruhe so moved from Nurnberg to Karlsruhe and

Karlsruhe was relatively quiet city in the beginning years

of Hitlerism whereas Nurnberg was always very tumultuous

thing. In Nurnberg you saw on every street the big signs

Jews are not allowed here Jews cannot go there dont

in all the stores were the sign Jews dont buy from

Jews

10 THE INTERVIEWER Boycott

11 MR. LANG try to boycott or worse in Nurnberg

12 extremely strong.

13 THE INTERVIEWER Was that one of the reasons you

14 decided to change your job or

15 MR. LANG No one of the reasons. wanted to be on

16 my own. wanted to have my own business and sit.

17 Why went to Karisruhe was that the occasion

18 was offered to me to become partner there and we did

19 fairly well. It was smaller factory and we developed it.

20 Then came very sad affair. The oil industry

21 in Germany depended completely on the import of the oil

22 materials as in Germany hardly any oil seeds were ever

23 grown. They were either grown in Russia or in India so we

24 had to export from India and that was the reason why

25 that our industry was very early how should say Got

26 under the regime of the government.

27 The government issued laws Whoever is in that

28 business and want to do business has to get every contract
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or whatever he wants to do okayed by the government in

Berlin. They created tremendous organization and

unfortunately they were naturally all stuffed with very good

party Nazis and officials so then started the trouble.

At this point we were not prominent factory.

had to go there quite often and see but we managed still

pretty well with our imports and as oil was ultrarare

commodity in Germany and was rationed very strongly we made

fairly good money. wouldnt say money but at least we

10 made our expenses and could go on operating.

11 But the internal things go pretty worse pretty

12 bad as people got indoctrinated in the Nazi spirit and

13 despite it was not tremendous affair but we had six

14 between 50 and 60 people working. There were few Nazis in

15 it and especially one shift leader we had always in the

16 factory. He was an uneducated but well educated Nazi who

17 took over the Otskober in that section where the factory

18 was and started making times bad for me personally.

19 That when they put me the first time for few

20 days in Fortzheim which is the other cities there and

21 jail to inaudible me for all kinds of wrongdoings which

22 hadnt done and but they let me go again and put the

23 pressure on the Shteg Aryan. It didnt get better. It got

24 even much worse.

25 Meanwhile well years ago they had already

26 the this Rasnewsets that every Jew who had any

27 connection with German girl or

28 THE INTERVIEWER Nurnberg law
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MR. LANG Nurnberg law.

had to go to jail and that was one of the

laws they had issued where they could get every Jew then

when they didnt get any proof that you had done anything

they issued what do you say an order He is under

the suspicion that he did that and we said order. They

ordered you to go to concentration camp and that why

had then go in. have those dates somewhere in my files

but this doesnt make any difference if you dont need the

10 exact date. Anyhow it must have

11 THE INTERVIEWER Are you speaking of being sent to

12 the concentration camp

13 MR. LANG Yeah.

14 ThE INTERVIEWER Well you wrote January 1938.

15 MR. LANG Yeah.

16 They arrested me oh it must have been in

17 October 37. was in few prisons where they treated us

18 very badly and then they shipped us to Dachau trip that

19 took us three days what was the most awful thing you can

20 imagine no hardly any food no water and hitting and

21 anything what is not nice was done.

22 In Dachau dont know if you are interested

23 what was in Dachau. This is so well known and so much

24 written about it

25 THE INTERVIEWER Well would think it would be okay

26 if you describe your first impressions upon entering the

27 camp your daily life

28 MR. LANG Well when you got there the first thing
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that was said you had to stand at the at the entrance

inside under guard for 36 hours and were not allowed even to

go to the toilet or anything. Then they got you got the

order for barrack where which wooden barracks

relatively very primitive and each barrack had about

between 250 and 300 prisoners.

Jews were all together in one row of blocks so

that you were amongst Jews from all over. Right across the

street were the others and there were plenty of others

10 too.

11 In Dachau the work was pretty hard but being

12 little sporty and had made up my mind to take it got

13 through fairly unhurt. Also hitting and stonethrowing and

14 what everything else what was miserable and unhuman

15 could take. Worst thing was in my opinion also the way

16 they treated people. They were not able to stand the work

17 or anything and when they collapsed or couldnt do it

18 anymore you were not allowed even to touch them or to help

19 them. They must let them die so nothing unusual.

20 And when you went out in the morning at 600

21 oclock to go to work under guard naturally with rifles

22 and pistols and everything they had and you came home so

23 many were missing every day.

24 THE INTERVIEWER What were some of the things

25 particular things you had to do to survive

26 MR. LANG Well you had to work. In 17 the camps

27 Dachau what was the notorious camp and one of the was

28 not finished building so we had to build the roads we had
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to those big dont know whatt the English word for

for things where they

ThE INTERVIEWER Dig

MR. LANG Yeah no where they

THE INTERVIEWER Paving the road

MR. LANG Yeah.

THE INTERVIEWER Steamroller

MR. LANG Steamrollers but without steam.

THE INTERVIEWER They were pulled by prisoners

10 MR LANG And they wer pulled by us and each of

11 those rollers there were about 30 35 and half dozen

12 guards with their whips and whoever didnt do job got it.

13 Then but you survive mean when you had the will to

14 survive.

15 We had even hospital where the performer

16 put the people who didnt do anything for them. They just

17 if they were too weak to do anything they put them in the

18 hospital and let them die there.

19 The food was very poor but at least we got

20 enough bread so we survived on that one and without the

21 constant agony. If you get in that state you were always

22 glad that you came home in the evening from wherever they

23 had sent you.

24 That went on till the Czech crisis which was

25 in 38 and guess in July we Jews were all shipped to

26 Buchenwald. dont know if you heard that name. Its also

27 very famous concentration camp.

28 ThE INTERVIEWER Prewar concentration camp.
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MR. LANG Huh

THE INTERVIEWER The prewar camps.

MR. LANG Oh yeah.

THE INTERVIEWER Okay.

MR. LANG Buchenwald was established guess in 35

or what

Anyhow when we got there the trip was

atrocious. We had only cattle cars.

ThE INTERVIEWER How many prisoners were shipped with

10 you

11 MR. LANG Well as far as know you couldnt find

12 anything out except you talk to somebody who was with them.

13 We were shipped in train that had about 20 cattle cars.

14 In each car were 40 or 50 people naturally no room to even

15 stretch out but we survived.

16 After three days we got there and there there

17 was huge numbers of SS people with all kinds of motorcars

18 where they loaded us in and there we had to lay facedown on

19 the bottom of the cars and if anybody only came up he got

20 it. So they transported us in those from the station to

21 Buchenwald is one of the worst things lived through there.

22 That was that took us about twelve hours in

23 those cars till we got to Buchenwald and there we found

24 camp and accommodation that were not to compare

25 uncomfortable and dangerous in my opinion with Dachau.

26 Dachau was bad but that was outside of the fences around

27 Buchenwald with the towers and the machine guns was

28 practically nothing there.
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So they put us all to very hard work to put up

primitive barracks kitchen and but with systematic

pressures and everything else what the Germans are masters

in in about six to eight weeks we brought that camp in

little better shape so at least you could sleep when you

were allowed to and it came in little better working

condition.

THE INTERVIEWER Were there any nonJews at

Buchensqa.d or was it all Jewish

10 MR. LANG In Buchenwald were lot of others mainly

11 no the Seventh Adventists or similar organization.

12 THE INTERVIEWER SeventhDay Adventists Jehovahs

13 Witnesses

14 MR. LANG Jehovahs Witnesses and must say they

15 were treated worse than we were. We were treated real bad

16 but those people it was more unhuman than ours. When we

17 had to work ten hours they had to work fourteen hours.

18 When we got something to eat they got half portions

19 absolutely unhuman and

20 THE INTERVIEWER What about the relationships or

21 relations between prisoners in prison How did you treat

22 other prisoners and how did other people treat you

23 MR. LANG Well naturally you had certain

24 comradeship and we helped people especially the older

25 people which was relatively young and could take it much

26 better but there were quite number of 50 60yearold

27 Jewish people. was interested and they were around me.

28 They had terrible time and for what is interesting still
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never forget that some of those Jews were still so orthodox

that they didnt eat that little portion of meat we got

that they prayed and was still see those in my opinion

old men at that time they were not old how devoted

they really were prayed half night and laid tefillin

and naturally we helped them but am not an orthodox Jew

inaudible. Im very liberal Jew but Im Im real

Jew.

There is not too much to say about the

10 treatment. If you behaved halfway you survived. The

11 slightest thing you did against them or against any old

12 but everything was old. That were unhuman treatment

13 tortures. mean that was the slightest if you didnt

14 work hard enough you got penalty. That was all announced

15 over the loudspeakers and everybody knew of 25 strokes with

16 the whip or you had to walk ten kilometers with big load

17 and oh was all kinds of things. Im glad dont think of

18 it anymore.

19 And then through lawyers and people that

20 wor ked for me outside was released in October of 38 To

21 that day dont know how it happened that got released.

22 only know that one day over the loudspeaker everything

23 was publicized was called at 800 oclock at night to

24 see headquarters at that thing and that was usually the

25 time or the sign that its your last day that they sent you

26 somewhere and you disappeared and there were like all

27 those guys very rough sergeant and what they all were and

28 they said You can go home tomorrow morning.
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didnt think of it and thought That is

the last thing as they usually if they wanted to get rid

of one who behaved well that they did that let him go to

the gate and said You go down this direction to this

was in Buchenwald was in very wooded area with no

villages and nothing and when he was quarter of mile

away they shot him from the towers. They were all always

manned.

They that whole night got instructions

10 what not to do what not to say what not to talk about when

11 get out and that have to leave Germany as soon as

12 could do it.

13 When they arrested me had already visa to

14 the United States. had applied for immigration visa and

15 so naturally told them want to go to the States.

16 THE INTERVIEWER So you had all your documents

17 prepared to come to the United States

18 MR. LANG Yes yes and no. You know visas are only

19 good for six months and mine was naturally as didnt

20 have any relatives here had gotten socalled capitalist

21 visa. That meant after the lousy transfer of the mark when

22 you come to the States you have enough money that you are

23 not public burden.

24 So had capitalistic visa and was sure that

25 wasnt any good as visa and didnt have the money

26 anymore and where you are or was in concentration

27 camp they practically they stole all moneys and they

28 confiscated my bank accounts and had given the factory to
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that group of people. Pro forma had to sign contract

that sell the factory and get that amount of money for it

which had to be deposited with the bank and the minute it

was deposited it was taken over by the government so

didnt see anything of it but lost all money and was

scared when they said Now you can go. Also one of the

saddest days of rr life as was sure when we when

walked get it. There was one poor schnook with me from

little village which had socialist who walked. He was

10 released with me so we two we started walking towards

11 Ehrfort. That was the next city and there with our

12 shaved heads that was done every four weeks and not

13 very elegant camp clothing everybody looked at you and knew

14 where you came from.

15 We went to the station and had when they

16 arrested me few hundred marks in my pocket and as German

17 generally are very orderly that they kept and gave me when

18 they let me go in Buchenwa.d and with that bought ticket

19 railroad ticket for myself and for that poor schnook who had

20 not cent.

21 Then came to Nurnberg and Karisruhe where

22 had to report every day to the Gestapo the camp

23 Shtatspolitzi. That went not very frequently but fairly

24 good as they knew have permit to leave Germany and next

25 thing did went to the German consulate in Stuttgart who

26 was through my lawyers they handle this case for my side

27 informed. He knew already that was coming and Im sorry.

28 forgot the name but dont have it and he saved my
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life.

When got there he said well what

couldnt understand thought he wanted to know everything

Dont tell me anything know everything. have your

file and without looking at it renew that visa gave

you year ago and so had capitalist visa with no

capital but it worked out all right and had to go on

German boat from Hamburg to New York so arrived one week

after the Kristallnacht that was in 38 in New York

10 worried about my mother and relatives had to leave but it

11 couldnt be helped.

12 Then start life in the United States which

13 worked out all right after few years.

14 THE INTERVIEWER Why do you think just speculating

15 why do you think they let you out of the camp Do you have

16 any idea

17 MR. LANG Thats one of the questions dont know.

18 THE INTERVIEWER Could it be perhaps

19 MR. LANG Nobody knows or else they got money for

20 it.

21 THE INTERVIEWER But the fact that you were World

22 War veteran did that affect

23 MR. LANG There was law where we should be better

24 treated than other Jews but that was only good for the

25 first year when that law was made. There we were not

26 touched but then we were treated just the same. The war

27 had nothing to do with it.

28 What it was and thats one of the mysteries
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of my life or the fortunate events why they got me out. As

say was not millionaire in Germany but was quite

well of and my folks had very good lawyers and in my

opinion they had direct connections with somebody people

and paid off and when came back all the bank accounts

and whatever had my cars and so on was all gone. Nobody

knew where it was and couldnt even ask for it.

THE INTERVIEWER Your decision to leave Germany was

made in what year When did you decide to leave

10 MR. LANG Originally

11 THE INTERVIEWER Yes.

12 MR. LANG It was when got that visa to the United

13 States. Now let me think. 38. It was probably in June

14 37.

15 THE INTERVIEWER So you arrived in the United States

16 MR. LANG arrived in the United States cant

17 tell you exactly on

18 End of first side of tape

19 THE INTERVIEWER All right. just want to ask you

20 about number one what your thoughts were or how did you

21 think about what the future held for Jews in Germany as you

22 came to America. So that was 38. What did you imagine was

23 in store for the future

24 MR. LANG personally after practically whole

25 year in concentration camp with all the things was sure

26 there is no future for German Jews anywhere in Germany and

27 had naturally my whole thoughts what can do quickest to

28 help my folks out mainly the old folks And have no
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brothers and sisters. It was mainly mother and her

sister who lived together.

So when landed in New York had another

incident what has nothing direct to do with the Nazis at

all. That Deutschland the ship came to the United

States was the biggest ship and the most elegant ship

traveled. had paid that year ago before to the

steamship company nr passage so they gave me very good

cabin recognized that have the money and when we were in

10 midocean the ship was only half full. In midocean one

11 night broke out fire and very bad fire so everybody

12 was naturally not very happy but the crew worked so well

13 that after day the fire was out and rescue ships were in

14 an Aboat to take care of us if necessary but that is not

15 the story want to say.

16 We people in the first class had list of

17 passengers like good ships do that and there came planes

18 from New York over that ship and watched that fire and got

19 through some people on the on board the list of the

20 passengers and that that was published in the NEW YORK

21 TIMES at least and had cousin had no idea who

22 was in New York in the year and he perchance read that and

23 when we came into harbor in New York he was standing there

24 so that was the only person knew really there so

25 stayed in New York for four weeks.

26 In the meantime had some contacts from my

27 earlier visit in the United States and tried to make contact

28 with them. Some found and some didnt found but the
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misery of the emigrants us Germans in New York was so

depressing and at that time unfortunately the lmerican

people as whole were not aware of what really went on

that said cannot take that any longer and go

somewhere else and for what its worth the trip told

you stayed half year in New York or in the States.

was so impressed with San Francisco the city the climate

and the people. They was so said go to San

Francisco.

10 All right. Try to arrange it but there was no

11 organization refugee organization or anything else to give

12 me the money to buy trip to here. All had in values was

13 diamond ring which had so sold that ring in New York

14 and that was just enough dont know how much it was at

15 the time but got $350 for it or what. At that time it

16 was quite some money.

17 That paid my bus fare to San Francisco and what

18 needed in the first days and then came to San

19 Francisco and am in San Francisco ever since and like

20 it.

21 THE INTERVIEWER What kind of reaction did people

22 give you in New York when you told them about your

23 experiences in Germany

24 MR. L2NG dont know. First of all we didnt have

25 chance to make many contacts. People were not like we are

26 here in San Francisco. When hear of refugee who has

27 problems go there and help try to help him. Theres no

28 way and that started only getting going in this country
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really and wonderfully after the Germans really worked on it

like we work here in San Francisco. We were in Scott

Street and we wanted to help but what did we have

found then job but was very bad here too.

It was after years or few of depression through the phone

book in place you might not know no you dont know

that Ladys Choice Foods. It was it doesnt exist

anymore. It was quite nice distributor for food oil.

got it and that was Hungarian Jew marvelous man. He

10 said Well if you want to work for us come back in two

11 weeks if you dont find anything better. We will try to

12 give you something. didnt find anything else and

13 went back.

14 He gave me an order book and said Go up to

15 Fillmore and try to sell oil. Oil knew and so

16 started.

17 It was hard. First three four years were bad

18 but then it worked all right and now Im retired. try to

19 enjoy nrr life.

20 Now if you have any specific questions...

21 just told you that story out of my memory

22 without any details but guess for what you wanted its

23 good enough.

24 THE INTERVIEWER Yeah. If theres anything else you

25 can think of youd like to say

26 MR. LANG In which respect have lots to say.

27 THE INTERVIEWER Well say it.

28 MR. LANG No. mean
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THE INTERVIEWER What about your family Did you

have any brothers or sisters

MR. LANG No. was not even married at that time

luckily then friends of mine they came after me and was

terrible story that beginning. After all we were all

quite educated people and had done something in life

already then to push down to nothing here that wasnt

good.

THE INTERVIEWER What about your parents Do you

10 want to tell us about your parents

11 MR. LANG My mother that boss of mine that

12 Jew that Hungarian Jew took liking to me and did quite

13 well from the beginning for ten dollars week but you can

14 imagine couldnt do much so after half year or so

15 talked with him and he borrowed me some money that could

16 arrange that the two old ladies could go to Brazil where

17 had relatives and they were also not well off anyhow but

18 they had quite some money and they took the ladies in for

19 year and half till they got the visa here and then they

20 lived here and one of them is lady who will be tomorrow

21 110 years old and took care of her ever since she came.

22 We were already in Germany and lived here in

23 wonderful Jewish home Silver Avenue. Just now she is

24 failing very much but just come from the birthday party

25 which is every month in the home for the birthday children

26 and had her there. You know the home

27 THE INTERVIEWER Yes.

28 MR. LANG Great organization wonderful probably the
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best in the whole United States.

Well if you want stories can tell you

oodles of them but you wanted history of the Holocaust or

what you want and

THE INTERVIEWER Right in your own experience.

MR. LANG can tell you from Dachau and the years

before Dachau

THE INTERVIEWER was interested inthe fact that

you were in Jewish police. Is that

10 MR. LANG No no. You cannot call it Jewish police.

11 ThE INTERVIEWER No. It was just

12 MR. LANG That was strictly forbidden to join any

13 organization or even to go together in those Hitler days.

14 After Hitler had the power more than what

15 was the number six or eight couldnt get couldnt

16 gather together anywhere not even in your own home. Those

17 things Jews were very well observed what they did and the

18 trouble was the organization of the Nazis was so well

19 organized that in every block where people lived there were

20 some secret observers that didnt do anything but snoop

21 around if they couldnt get Jew who did something wrong or

22 something.

23 Naturally the Kristallnacht in where they

24 smashed all the homes and my mothers furniture and her

25 grand piano she was pianist it was all put to

26 pieces but the old lady still survived. She lived here

27 too till twelve years ago.

28 THE INTERVIEWER Were you religious Would you
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consider yourself religious person before

MR. LANG Well what is religious Is it orthodox

religious

1am
THE INTERVIEWER You consider yourself Jewish

MR. LANG liberal.

THE INTERVIEWER Liberal Jewish

MR. LANG Liberal Jewish belong here to Temple

Levanil and go to temple once in while not very

10 often but observe everything and belong to practically

11 every Jewish organization.

12 THE INTERVIEWER Did your experiences in the camps

13 change your beliefs in any way

14 MR. LANG Well thats very good question.

15 We were very liberal in Germany. We

16 considerate and concerned and talked about we are Jews and

17 so on and we had even Jewish organizations to help people

18 and anyplace and so on but no way orthodox and that

19 might have been strengthened but in my basic beliefs Im

20 still liberal Jew yes. think thats the best way.

21 We can help other people and maybe make the

22 world little better. Thats how it was liberal Judaism

23 formed in Germany hundred years ago. Is it hundred years

24 Yeah

25 THE INTERVIEWER Do you have anything else you want

26 to say You can...

27 MR. LANG really dont know where you come in.

28 THE INTERVIEWER Youre the resource. Youre the
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MR. LANG Yeah yeah.

THE INTERVIEWER You re the historical resource.

MR. LANG Maybe youll want to come again and ask me

some question. If remember it or if know it gladly

tell you but basically dont think or fortunately for

me as everything turned in the end out well am not so

full of hate anymore as used to be and

THE INTERVIEWER Maybe you could tell us little

more about the early days after World War and if you felt

10 there was any antiSemitism what the first antiSemitism

11 was that occurred to you.

12 MR. LANG After World War was 1919 18 19 20.

13 THE INTERVIEWER Well just then up to

14 MR. LANG Yeah. Well as say there were certain

15 places in Nurnberg or certain places in Germany like

16 Nurnberg where there the propaganda was already tremendous.

17 mean that was terribly disturbing and every few days

18 some little accident in the streets happened.

19 There were big assemblies where they had signs

20 all over the Street You not allowed. Come in everybody

21 here you learn your future and all those things.

22 They Mr. Gerber was very good

23 propagandist and was lump but fortunately up to this

24 year 37 had no personal rancon-da with him.

25 THE INTERVIEWER Were you aware of any kind of Jewish

26 resistance during that time

27 MR. LANG beg your pardon

28 THE INTERVIEWER Were you aware of any kind of Jewish
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resistance like you said you were in the Jewish police

Was there lot of resistance among Jews

MR. LANG No. You had to have some guts to to

you didnt talk about it but to do it it needed some guts

and dont blame people that the risk was terrific and

people are not all heroes. am not one either and

everybody likes to save his skin even under sad and

practically unmanageable circumstances.

Every time had to go to Berlin to sit with

10 those Nazis for some permits or whatever it was for my

11 factory you thought maybe when you go out they arrest you

12 or heaven knows what. Maybe Im just lucky that got

13 through despite all the bad years had.

14 THE INTERVIEWER Did you think of leaving Germany at

15 all early on like in the twenties early twenties

16 MR. LANG No. My family lived in Germany since or

17 as far as here you can see 1750 and that is quite

18 heritage. My family my relatives lived all in Germany.

19 Thats why went back after made the trip to the United

20 States.

21 If would have been little smarter

22 wouldnt have gone back in those days. could have taken

23 my money. could have done what wanted. Everything was

24 free but why should only Paul Lang go to America

25 So there was no reason for it but we were not smart enough

26 to know our German copatriots better.

27 When think the people went to school

28 with in those Hitler days they wouldnt say Hello to you
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anymore despite you went ten years together to school or

the people you were in the Army with they just looked at

you as sight when they saw you so life was not real

pleasure even then when you had no personal danger but you

never know where it came from and for many it came. That

were no nice days. Thats why Im or we as whole are

so much more alert about things.

dont know if you saw the thing what

happened ten days ago here with this signs at the

10 synagogues. Those things interest me very much and try

11 to help but belong to the Chaziasee. You know what

12 that is And was just meeting this week about it so

13 THE INTERVIEWER You also spoke at Camp Sleep didnt

14 you

15 MR. LANG Yeah. That was from the Holocaust trip

16 there last Sunday yeah was on account they had invited the

17 Committee for the Holocaust. You know the Committee that

18 worked at Isberg on the monument belong to that

19 committee too and there was Grand Steit. Were you there

20 when

21 ThE INTERVIEWER Yeah. was actually.

22 MR. LANG It was quite good.

23 THE INTERVIEWER Uhhuh.

24 So what made you decide to get active in that

25 and or king on ol oca ust things

26 MR LANG Well tell you as said before am

27 very much interested in our Jewish cause and Israel and all

28 those things and am to certain degree disappointed in
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certain people. They came from Germany they dont want to

do anything anymore. They are so fed up and are so

downhearted from all their experience that they dont want

to do it. Understandable.

So feel that the others who feel like feel

should do all they can. Now Im old. dont do too much

anymore but think do my share.

ThE INTERVIEWER Okay. Thank you.

MR. LANG Very well. If can help you do it but

10 dont know what its worth.

11 THE INTERVIEWER Thats okay. Its worth quite

12 bit.

13 BACK-UP INTERVIEWER Its worth lot.

14 THE INTERVIEWER Very much.

15 MR. LANG Well as said could tell you much

16 more but things dont come back after 40 years so quickly.

17 Im glad when you get it out of your system.

18 THE INTERVIEWER Well well...

19 MR. LANG During the Kristallnacht that was one of

20 the first that was completely demolished and from about

21 9000 Jews after the Kristallnacht were relatively few

22 left and it got less and less and the people all went to

23 Israel or to wherever America South America so the only

24 place where people could gather was oldpeople home what

25 the congregations sponsored in the Villenstrausse at

26 Nurnberg where only old people lived in our days like our

27 eider-seirn or not as good but anyhow and so those few

28 people they were left after oh lets say 40 or 41.
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They opened little synagogue in that eiderseim and went

there but understand there were never more than about

hundred people in that whole city and that went on and the

city was very good to them after Hitler gave them some

money.

They enlarged it somehow but it was not

enough and in the meantime they had come some people

back to Nurnberg but mostly none of the oldtimers. These

were people that came from concentration camps in Poland or

10 BergenBelsen and all those so they have now dont

11 know about eight nine hundred people there and they

12 had no idea dont have any direct connection got now

13 the money from the state state of Bavaria and the city of

14 Nurnberg and built this nice thing. dont even know its

15 ready already know where it is and there they built

16 that synagogue. dont know whoever

17 THE INTERVIEWER And this is the

18 MR. LANG That is the warnhelm like our Jewish the

19 same thing.

20 THE INTERVIEWER Right.

21 MR. LANG Will you look here where they this is

22 the old Nurnberg book.

23 THE INTERVIEWER How many Jews live in Nurnberg now

24 Do you know

25 MR. LANG couldnt tell you. dont keep up with

26 them.

27 As say most people have no roots in America.

28 What is now there as far as we know from our old crowd and
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from all those people we knew Nurnberg was big

congregration. Theres nobody there. They have even

here you see is the same thing what you have out in Silver

Avenue that they built there and was very impressed that

they do such big thing where dont see where the need

is.

THE INTERVIEWER Yeah. Theres not many Jews left to

use it huh

MR. LANG There are people there if only 500

10 families there so its already worthwhile that they have

11 decent old-people home. Im very much for it but was

12 amazed that they are able to manage it

13 THE INTERVIEWER Right.

14 MR. LANG despite none of the old Jewish Israeli

15 there. Nurnberg was like San Francisco city with quite

16 important Jews very wealthy Jews and plain old so its

17 very much setup similar.

18 THE INTERVIEWER Well 11 definitely put that in

19 the library and Ill send you a...

20 End of tape
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